FREIGHT MANAGEMENT

FULL PAN-EUROPEAN
COVERAGE
JFM is a member of various high quality networks with
strong links between each national inland network. As part
of the four leading express palletised networks in Europe,
the alliance represents a wealth of logistics expertise and
a shared culture and passion for high quality, service and
independency in mobility.
Daily departures
to:
Andorra
Austria
Belarus
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Georgia
Great Britain
Greece

Guernsey
Hungary
Isle of Man
Ireland
Italy
Jersey
Kazakhstan
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Monaco
Netherlands

Norway
Poland
Portugal
Czech Republic
Russia
Romania
San Marino
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switserland
Turkey
Ukraine

SHIPMENT
With a network of over 36.000 shipments a day, 28.000
vehicles and 18 hubs, JFM is able to deliver efficiently at
competitive prices across Europe. JFM has developed a
strong name in lightweight products and products with
deviating sizes. This in combination with general cargo,
groupage, LCL and FTL shipments. An additional
advantage is that doorstep delivery at consumers is part
of the services which allows for B-to-C delivery in Europe.

LEADTIME

SUSTAINABLE

PERFORMANCE

DIGITAL PROCESS

The system works as a postal service; with daily
departures to 42 countries and 314 European hubs, JFM
meets extremely fast leadtimes in every corner of Europe
and allows for standard as well as express leadtimes.

Together with all European partners, JFM uses a hybrid
model in which shipments are consolidated throughout
Europe. This results in a high occupancy rate of trailers at
loading but also a high drop density in distribution which
creates a very efficient last mile and results therefore in low
C02 emission per shipment.

The shipments run through certified systems with an
internal control system and integrated risk management
which results in a delvery performance of 98% of standard
shipments. Express shipments delivery accuracy is above
99%. Furthermore, the systems are ISO 9001, ISO14001,
EN16258 and HACCP certified.

All the processes in the network are integrated with each
other and exchange central data, status information and
intelligent track and trace of shipments anywhere in Europe.
This data is linked to JFM’s portal and provides you with upto-date information.

